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Abstract
Recently, there has been an increase in the popularity of messaging
applications that use end-to-end encryption. Among them were Telegram
(in October 2021 it has 550 million active users [1]), Signal (in January
2022 it has over 50 million downloads in the Google Play Store [2]),
WhatsApp (according to Statista [1], in 2021 it has over 2 billion active
users), Wire (until January 2022 it has been downloaded for over 1 million
times on Android devices [3]). Two distinct protocols underlying these
applications are noted: MTProto (developed in Russia by Nikolai Durov)
and Signal (developed in the US by Moxie Marlinspike). This paper
presents the two protocols and examines from the point of view of the
primitive cryptographic security used and how the authenticated encryption,
key derivation and asynchronous messaging are performed.
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Introduction

Revelations about mass surveillance of communications have made consumers
more privacy-aware. In response, scientists and developers have proposed techniques
which can provide security for end users even if they do not fully trust the service
providers. For example, the popular messaging service WhatsApp was unable
to comply with Brazilian government demands for users’ plaintext messages
because of its end-to-end encryption [4].
Perhaps the first secure instant message protocol to achieve widespread
adoption was Apple’s iMessage [5], a proprietary protocol that provides endto-end encryption. A notable characteristic of iMessage is that it automatically
manages the distribution of users’ long-term keys, and in particular (as of this
writing) users have no interface for verifying friends’ keys. iMessage, unfortunately,
had a variety of flaws that seriously undermine its security[6].
Nowadays, two of the most used secure instant message protocols are Telegram
Messenger Inc’s MTProto [7] and Signal Foundation’s Signal [8].
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MTProto Protocol

MTProto is a set of cryptographic protocols, created by Telegram, designed
for implementing fast, scalable and secure message exchange without relying on
the security of the underlying transport protocol. It is formed from protocols
that are tasked with the creation of shared keys between clients and server, the
creation of session keys between two clients for end-to-end encryption in secret
chats, the rekeying of secret chats and the encryption of all messages.[9]
MTProto provides two different encryption protocols for cloud chats and
secret chats. As of december 2017, Telegram has started to phase out the
MTProto 1.0 in favor of the MTProto 2.0, that brings important changes like
using SHA-256 instead of SHA-1 and the 12..1024 padding bytes instead of the
0..15 bytes. [7]

2.1

Protocol Overview

Before a message (or a multipart message) is transmitted over a network
using a transport protocol, it is encrypted in a certain way, and an external
header is added at the top of the message that consists of a 64-bit key identifier
auth key id (that uniquely identifies an authorization key for the server as
well as the user) and a 128-bit message key msg key. [7]
The authorization key auth key combined with the message key msg key
define an actual 256-bit key aes key and a 256-bit initialization vector aes iv,
which are used to encrypt the message using AES-256 encryption in infinite
garble extension (IGE) mode. Note that the initial part of the message to be
encrypted contains variable data (session, message ID, sequence number, server
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salt) that obviously influences the message key (and thus the AES key and iv).[7]
In MTProto 2.0, the message key is defined as the 128 middle bits of
the SHA-256 of the message body (including session, message ID, padding,
etc.) prepended by 32 bytes taken from the authorization key. In the older
MTProto 1.0, the message key was computed as the lower 128 bits of SHA-1
of the message body, excluding the padding bytes. [7]

2.2

Cloud chat system

Figure 1: MTProto Cloud Encryption (Telegram Documentation [7])
In the cloud-chat system, the default Telegram’s chat system, after a
message has been encrypted with MTProto, it is then transmitted to Telegram
Messenger LLP’s servers.[7]
On the server, the messages are decrypted, to be encrypted again and sent
to the receiver again, as presented in Figure 2.
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2.3

Secret chats

Figure 2: MTProto E2E Encryption (Telegram Documentation [7])
Differently from cloud-based chats, Telegram’s secret chats provide an Endto-End Encryption and messages can be exchanged in a client-to-client mode.
These messages are encrypted with MTProto protocol, too. Unlike the default
ones, this kind of chats can only be accessed on the device upon which the secret
chat has been started and on the device upon which the secret chat has been
accepted. In this case, the server has the role to receive from client A, encrypt
and resend the messages to client B, without storing any data. [7]
Keys are generated using the Diffie-Hellman protocol: if Alice wants to start
a secret chat with Bob, she asks the server to obtain the DH parameters and
then opens an EncryptedChat session passing the appropriate DH generated
numbers. After Bob confirms the creation of a secret chat with Alice, he receives
the configuration parameters for the DH method. Then Alice and Bob exchange
their keys and if no problems occurred they can start exchanging encrypted
messages. [7]
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2.4

Encryption

The data will be encrypted with a 256-bit key and a 256-bit IV, using AES256 with infinite garble extension (IGE). The encryption key fingerprint and
the message key, msg key, will be added on top of the resulting byte array. The
ciphertext will be computed as [10]:
ci ← Fk (mi ⊕ci−1 ) ⊕ mi−1
where 1 ≤ i ≤ l and l represents the number of blocks from the payload of
size B and F is a pseudorandom permutation. The final output will also include
the msg key:
c = (msg key, c1 , ..., cl )

2.5

Decryption

The ciphertext c will be parsed as:
c = (msg key, c1 , ..., cl )
The short-term key k and the initialization blocks ci and mi will obtained as:
(k, c0 , m0 ) = KDF(K, msg key)
The payload is recovered by computing:
ci = mi−1 ⊕F−1
k (m1 ⊕ci−1 )
and the (c1 , ..., cl ) will be parsed into the components that were concatenated.
When an encrypted message is received, the msg key will be checked to see
if it is in fact equal to the 128 middle bits of the SHA-256 hash of the decrypted
message, prepended by 32 bytes from the shared key. If this check fails, the
message is dropped, and the sender is not notified of any error.[10] [11]
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Signal Protocol

Developed in the 2013 in the Signal Technology Foundation non-profit organization
(former Open Whisper Systems), Signal protocol provides End-to-End Encryption
(E2EE) for many instant messaging applications. The core of the protocol
consists in the combination of the Extended Triple Diffie-Hellman (X3DH) [12]
key exchange protocol and the Double Ratchet algorithm [13]. Properties like
future secrecy, post-compromise security or asynchronous communication are
describing the Signal Protocol through the before mentioned core components.
5

3.1

Protocol Key Features

Signal Protocol offers end-to-end encrypted chats to the users and incorporates
the well known security goals, confidentiality, integrity and authenticity.
The protocol also provides other key features that should be presented before the
building blocks to fully understand the what they accomplish. Several authors
have highlighted some specific features of the Signal protocol with concrete
security demonstrations. [14–19]
• Future Secrecy is a feature key that ensures via a key derivation function
(KDF), the intruder incapability to decrypt any future messages using a
compromised message key.
• Forward Secrecy is another feature key similar to the previous one
that prevents an attacker from finding any past messages using also a
compromised message key.
• Message Unlinkability is the trait that ensures that although a message
has been associated with a user, no other message can be linked from that
point. The messages are encrypted and authenticated with different onetime keys and therefore no proofs should be found to associate multiple
messages to one party.
• Offline Deniability similarly with the previous property, a user can deny
his involving in a conversation as long as the metadata are not saved or
the keys are not compromised.
• Asynchrony a dominant trait for a messaging protocol, it allows users
to initiate communications even when the receiver is not online. The
asynchronous key agreement protocol X3DH enables parties to participate
in the communication session at different times.

3.2

Building Blocks

The Signal protocol can be divided into three main blocks: the registration
phase, the session setup and the ratchet steps, and each block will be presented
below.
1. Registration phase: Each user has to run a device setup before engaging
in any conversations using the protocol. This step will produce the prekeys
used further in the X3DH protocol [12]. The registration is a single
incipient phase or can be re-executed whenever the user wants. Therefore,
each party must generate and transmit the following to the key server:
i
i
• n one-time prekey pairs {(ospkX
, oppkX
)}i, for party X, where i is a
unique id
j
j
• A semi ephemeral key pair {(sspkX
, sppkX
)}j, for party X, where j
is a unique id
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• A long-term identity key pair (iskX , ipkX ) for party X.
Every time a user, say Alice, wants to initiate a new communication session
with another party, Bob, she has to request his key-bundle from the server
key. The so called key-bundle associated with Bob is computed from the
previous keys that Bob sent on the registration and contains the following:
• The user’s registration id (idX )
i
• A public one-time key preceded by a unique id (i, oppkX
). The onetime keys are deleted by the server upon transmission.

• The semi-ephemeral public key signed with the long-term identity key
j
j
j
j
and also identified by a unique id (j, sppkX
, sigX
), where sigX
¸sign(iskX , sppkX
)
• the public long-term identity key (ipkX )
2. Session setup: The second main block of Signal Protocol sets the cryptographic
keys for the symmetric encryption scheme used in the upcoming conversation
session. The Extended Triple Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol,
X3DH, is used in this scope, and the resulting shared secret will be used on
the next component. Once Alice received the bundle-key associated with
Bob, she can start calculating three or four keys applying Diffie-Hellman
on combinations of her new generated base key and Bob’s keys from server.
(bskA , bpkA ) ← gen()
j
k1 ← DH(iskA , sppkB
)

k2 ← DH(bskA , ipkB )
j
k3 ← DH(bskA , sppkB
)
i
k4 ← DH(bskA , oppkB
)

The last key, k4, is optional as the Bob’s one-time key can be missing
from the key-bundle if the server used and deleted all one-time keys
generated from the registration phase. All the results from the DiffieHellman calculations are concatenated in one master key which is used to
open a session with Bob.
sk ← KDF (k1||k2||k3(||K4))
Bob will receive from Alice in the first messages her base key, her identity
and an identifier of the Bob’s prekeys she used and then Bob will be able
also to compute the master secret.
j
k1 ← DH(sspkB
, ispkA )

k2 ← DH(iskB , bpkA )
j
k3 ← DH(sspkB
, bpkA )
i
k4 ← DH(ospkB
, bpkA )
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3. Ratchet steps: Since the X3DH key agreement protocol was run, a
secret shared key was calculated. Any encrypted message based on it can
be exchanged between the parties using the Double Ratchet algorithm[13].
This component ensures that each party generates new keys at every step,
providing Future Secrecy and Forward Secrecy properties. The Double
Ratchet algorithm involves three Key Derivation Functions (KDF) [20]
chains for each user: a root chain, a sending chain, and a receiving
chain. There are two ratchet stages in which the chains are advanced:
the symmetrical Ratchet and the asymmetrical Ratchet.
• Asymmetrical Ratchet: the root chain refreshes the other ones. The
output is a new chain key and the message key
(rk, ck) ← KDF (rk, kn )
The first ratchet will take the secret shared key as input for this
KDF and the next ones will take the second part of the output of the
previous ratchet. kn is generated on each party using Diffie-Hellman
on an ephemeral key pair generated by Alice and Bob’s signed prekey:
(eskA , epkA ) ← gen()
kn ← DH(eskA , sppkB )
kn ← DH(sppkB , epkA )
When asymmetric ratchets take place, the current symmetric key
chains are potentially discarded if there are not messages in transit
needed for decryption. New sending and receiving chain pair are
created, providing freshness and future secrecy.
• Symmetrical Ratchet: To ratchet the sending and receiving chains,
a KDF will be run on the first part of the output of the previous
execution. The second part of the output will be used as a key for a
new message encryption/decryption operation.
(ck, mk) ← KDF (ck)
This step allows the users to discard symmetric keys after using them
to encrypt or decrypt a message and so a possible adversary that
compromise a key is prevented from decrypting past messages.

3.3

Protocol Usage

Signal Protocol is an open-source implementation that is present in many
chat applications, many of which are used in daily basis. Through the most
popular instant messaging applications that use Signal Protocol for End-to-End
Encryption we can mention WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and without a
doubt Signal itself.
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Signal Technology Foundation launched the Signal platform for instant messages
in 2014 and offers a free, open source software that covers all messages with
End-to-End Encryption. The source code is in a public GitHub repository [21]
to allow any curious party to analyse, test and improve the security and the
correctness.
WhatsApp integrate the Signal protocol in its implementation on 2016 in
order to provide encrypted messages exchange and all features mentioned in
section 3.1. WhatsApp published a technical white paper [22] to acknowledge
the integration and explains how and where the protocol is used.
Facebook adopted Signal Protocol in 2016 for Messenger to introduce the
Secret Conversations feature. The technical white paper [24] recognises this
new integration. Compared to Signal App and WhatsApp which offer end-toend encryption for all sessions by default, Messenger did not enabled this feature
on each conversation. However Facebook announced that wants to implement
Secret Conversation as default.

4

Comparison of Signal and MTProto

As our interest is in the comparision of the end-to-end encryption, in this
section we will refer MTProto as MTProto’s secret chats, if not explicitly
specified otherwise.

4.1

Cryptographic Primitives

Both Signal and MTProto use 256-bit AES encryption [26], SHA256 . Signal
uses one of two elliptic curves to implement X3DH: curve X25519 or curve X448
[27], while MTProto uses a 2048-bit RSA key for DH.

4.2

Forward Secrecy

Signal renews the keys used for message encryption after Alice receives a
message from Bob, while MTProto (actually ’official Telegram clients’) will
initiate re-keying once a key has been used to decrypt and encrypt more than
100 messages, or has been in use for more than one week, provided the key has
been used to encrypt at least one message[28].
In Signal compromising the current key will only compromise a set of messages
until the the next message from the other party arrives - possible 0. [18]
In Telegram (MTProto), less than 100 messages can be recovered using the
compromised key.

4.3

Asynchronous Communication

To cope with the situations when users are not online at the same time two
different approaches have been developed:
9

• Signal Protocol uses a Key Distribution Server solution where servers are
only intermediary and they are only deputed to store and relay information
to let the communication being feasible and secure between the parties
providing End-to-End Encryption.
• MTProto bases all its functioning around the cloud server side, where
servers compute encryptions and decryptions, store and forward data to
the interested users.
The two different methods bring to one of the main differences between the
applications, that is the fact that in Telegram it is possible to access to all
conversations from different devices with the same account, cause the data are
stored in the cloud, while in Signal this is not possible, because all data are only
available on the unique client (and the linked devices).

5

Conclusions

Signal and MTProto protocols are the underlying substrate in some of the
most used messaging applications in the world right now.
For key derivation, Signal has a good story to tell: compromising the current
key will only compromise a set of future messages (possibly zero; until the next
message from the other party arrives). However, in MTProto, compromising
the authorization key (which is the closest equivalent key) allows all past and
future messages to be compromised.
Speaking of the applications, Signal, which is owned by Signal Technology
Foundation an American non-profit organization, keeps the messages on your
device, while Telegram, owned by Telegram Messenger Inc which was founded
by two Russian brothers, by using it’s default cloud-messaging mode keeps your
encrypted messages in the cloud, accessible for the people having the decryption
keys.
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